
STICK TO
EASY SOLUTIONS

• Easy to use
• Label application keys
• Store common labels into memory
• Auto tape sensing
• Auto type sizing
• Graphical LCD screens
• Automatic serialization
• Designed by labeling experts

P-TOUCH
Labeling 
Solutions



BETTER
WITH BROTHER
Brother is here to make your job easier. We understand your time is important and that efficiency really matters. 
From clearly labeled application keys and intuitive menus to on-screen prompts, anyone can make professional labels 
in seconds. 

We made printing even easier with our free mobile apps, so all you need is your phone. Our ultradurable, preloaded 
laminated labels feature a drop-in cartridge design that meets the highest industry standards. 

We know you need to get the job done the right way, the first time. With incredible ease of use and smart solutions, 
it’s easy to see the Brother difference.

Models for All Labeling Needs

          DATACOM

          ELECTRICAL

AUDIO/VISUAL

SAFETY

MRO
 
BROADCASTING 

Industrial Label Cartridges



BROTHER APPS

Transfer Express
House and transfer database files on demand

 iLink & Label
Download information from Fluke Networks 
LinkWareLive and transfer to PT-E550W

iPrint & Label
Create new, customizable templates and 
labels with wireless printing

Cable Label Tool
Customizable templates, label creation, and 
wireless printing

Brother Apps available on iOS and Android make printing labels easy.

Abrasion Resistance
After 50 round-trip passes with a 
one-kilogram-weighted sand eraser, 
Brother laminated tapes only came up 
slightly scratched. 

Chemicals and Water
After bathing Brother laminated tapes 
in a variety of chemicals for two hours, 
they still adhered to their surfaces with 
little damage.

Laminated Tape Adhesive Strength
Brother laminated tapes will stick to almost 
any surface, including stainless steel, glass, 
PVC, acrylic, polypropylene, and polyester-
coated wood. The tapes stand up to hot, 
cold, and humid conditions, and adhere 
better when heated. 

Fade Resistance
After being placed in strenuous environments, 
including extreme heat and water submersion, 
only yellow tapes showed significant signs of 
fading while the others showed little sign of 
fading to the eye. 



PT–E550W

P-TOUCH EDGE LABEL PRINTERS

Tape Sizes: up to 24mm HGe, TZe, and HSe tapes
Battery: Li-ion rechargeable battery (included) or 6 AA batteries

PT–E500
The power and printing 
capabilities of the PT-E550W 
without half-cuts and
built-in Wi-Fi.

Turn your smartphone or tablet into a wireless jobsite labeling partner with 
built-in Wi-Fi on the PT-E550W and Brother mobile apps. Easily serialize a list 
of labels with the shortcut key and print with a series of automatic half-cuts 
for easy peeling and application.

Best for: Low-, medium-, and 
high-volume project labeling

Serialization: Serialize, plus reduce 
waste and improve efficiency with 
automatic half-cuts

Label types: Industry-specific 
predesigned database capable templates, 
plus all PT-E300 label types

Compatibility: Connect to a PC to import 
a database or saved labels; access 
mobile apps via Wi-Fi to transfer data and 
access predesigned label templates.

USB Wi-Fi Auto-Cut Label Width

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZcYl8FpdzA&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3lI-gEL7hY


PT–E110Simple menus and built-in label application keys help make the PT-E110 
easy to create high-quality laminated labels. With high-resolution text and 
exceptional durability, your labels will leave a truly professional touch. 

Tape Sizes: Up to 12mm HGe and TZe tapes
Battery: 6 AAA alkaline batteries or optional AC adaptor 

PT–E300

PT–E300M

The PT-E300 adds more label applications keys and more professional 
features, and the large QWERTY keyboard makes data entry even easier. It 
includes over 300 built-in industrial symbols and nine barcode symbologies. 

Tape Sizes: Up to 18mm HGe, TZe, and HSe tapes
Battery: Li-ion rechargeable battery (included) or 6 AA batteries

Best for: Low- to medium-volume labeling, 
large crews

Serialization: Serialize with stop-to-cut functionality

Label types: Patch panel labels, barcodes, heat-
shrink, electrical panels, terminal blocks, plus all PT-
E110 label types

(Without the Kit)

Also Available in:

Best for: Low-volume labeling, large crews

Serialization: Serialize a strip of labels for 
manual hand-cuts

Label types: Cable flag, cable wrap, 
faceplate labels

Manual Cut

Manual Cut

Label Width

Label Width

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VnOrd--tmY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJnOzp4Kt1U&t=5s


P-TOUCH DESKTOP PRINTERS

PT–E800W The PT-E800W is a wireless, transportable labeling system that prints high-
quality labels. It features a detachable full-size keyboard, internal memory 
for label design templates, storage space for extra tapes, and a handle for 
easy carrying. 

Tape Sizes: up to 36mm HGe, TZe, and HSe tapes
Battery: Li-ion rechargeable battery

Best for: Low-, medium-, and high-volume 
project/field application labeling

Print speed: Up to 2.3 IPS

Print resolution: Up to 360 DPI

Compatibility: Print from a PC with the included 
P-touch Editor software or from a mobile device 
with the Brother label design apps.

PT-P750WVP The PT-P750WVP comes with wireless connectivity and software that makes 
large projects simple. Design and print labels using an Excel® database from 
a Windows® computer or print on demand using a smartphone or tablet.

Best for: Low-, medium-, and high-volume 
project/field application labeling

Print speed: Up to 1.2 IPS

Print resolution: Up to 180 DPI

Compatibility: Print from a PC with the 
included P-touch Editor software or from a 
mobile device with the Brother label design 
apps with Wi-Fi or NFC.

Tape Sizes: Uses up to 24mm HGe, TZe, and HSe tapes
Battery: Li-ion rechargeable battery or AC adapter (both included), or 6 AA alkaline batteries

USB

USB

Auto-Cut

Auto-Cut

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Max Width

Max Width

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGGKyhFMjyM&t=35s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAgfal_81LE


PT–P900W

PT–P950NW PT–P900

The compact PT-P900W printer produces wide, laminated labels up to 36mm 
and features an automatic cutter that can trim continuous tape to any length 
either one at a time or as a strip of pre-cut labels.

The power and printing capabilities of 
PT-P900W, but without built-in Wi-Fi.  

All the great features of PT-P900W with 
added wired network functionality to 
print labels from several devices at once, 
including tablets and smartphones.

Tape Sizes: up to 36mm HGe, TZe, and HSe tapes
Power: AC adaptor or optional Li-ion rechargeable battery

Best for: Low-, medium-, and high-volume 
project/field application labeling

Print speed: Up to 3.1 IPS

Print resolution: Up to 360 DPI 

Compatibility: Print from a PC with the included 
P-touch Editor software or from a mobile device 
with the Brother label design apps.

ACCESSORIES 
Customize your PT-P900 series  
printers to fit your needs. With 
add-on accessories, expand printer 
features for your specialized jobs 
today and tomorrow.  

Li-ion Rechargeable Battery Pack (PA-BT-4000LI) + Battery Base (PABB002)  : A long-life 
Li-ion rechargeable battery increases the portability of your labeling process.  

Touch Panel and Display Unit (PATDU003)  : Use the keypad and display to save commonly 
used templates, call up a searchable database, and print.  

Bluetooth® Module (PABI002): Expand your wireless device connectivity options to include 
Bluetooth with this module that attaches to the back of the printer.

Li-on Rechargeable Battery Pack & Battery Base are both sold separately. Battery Pack requires pre-installed battery base.
Compatible with PT-P950NW only.

USB USB

USB

Auto-Cut Auto-Cut

Auto-Cut

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Max Width Max Width

Max Width

1

2

1

2

WATCH NOW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqgwVguYwXk


P-TOUCH INDUSTRIAL LABEL CASSETTES

Choose the Right Label Tape for Your Job

Brother is the only manufacturer to offer a preloaded hassle-free laminated label in a drop-in cartridge design for a durable and professional quality label. 
The cassettes come in a variety of sizes, colors and adhesives to meet numerous applications and environments.  

BROTHER MOBILE SOLUTIONS, INC
For more information, call 1-800-543-6144,
or visit www.brothermobilesolutions.com BMS 10-2017 049

Brother™ is a trademark or registered trademark of Brother Industries, Ltd. in the United States. 
All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective companies. 
© 2018 Brother Mobile Solutions, Inc., 11030 Circle Point Drive, Suite 100, Westminster, CO 80020

HGe Standard and Extra-Strength Adhesive and TZe Flexible ID, Extra-Adhesive 
and Tamper Evident Tapes have been tested and certified to become a UL
recognized component under the UL-969 standard marking and labeling system.

Cables / Wires Faceplates (Smooth Surface) (Textured Surface)

Flexible ID

Standard Adhesive

Extra-Strength Adhesive

Tamper Evident

HGe tape is designed for commercial and industrial applications. It prints laminated labels much faster than any current P-touch 
label printer and with a higher resolution up to 360x720 dpi.

Extra-Strength Adhesive - Designed to use on plastics, textured and hard to stick surfaces
6mm

(.23 in)
9mm

(.35 in)
12mm
(.47 in)

18mm
(.7 in)

24mm
(.94 in)

36mm
(1.4 in)

BLACK ON WHITE
BLACK ON YELLOW  

   

 

Standard Adhesive - Designed to use for most general purposes

HGe Extra-Standard Adhesive Tapes 6mm
(.23 in)

9mm
(.35 in)

12mm
(.47 in)

18mm
(.7 in)

24mm
(.94 in)

36mm
(1.4 in)

BLACK ON WHITE
BLACK ON YELLOW   

Flexible ID Tapes - 

Tze Flexible ID Tapes 6mm
(.23 in)

9mm
(.35 in)

12mm
(.47 in)

18mm
(.7 in)

24mm
(.94 in)

36mm
(1.4 in)

BLACK ON WHITE TZeFX221 TZeFX231 TZeFX241 TZeFX251 TZeFX261
BLACK ON YELLOW  TZeFX631  TZeFX651  

BLACK ON RED TZeFX451  

BLACK ON BLUE TZeFX551  

BLACK ON GREEN TZeFX751  

Laminated and durable like HGe tapes, TZe tape is designed for most indoor and outdoor applications. It comes in a variety of extra colors and sizes from 
3.5 mm to 36mm.

Extra-Strength Adhesive Tapes - Designed for plastics and textured surfaces

Designed for wrapping around cables and adhesive-to-adhesive flag labels

6mm
(.23 in)

9mm
(.35 in)

12mm
(.47 in)

18mm
(.7 in)

24mm
(.94 in)

36mm
(1.4 in)

BLACK ON WHITE TZeS211 TZeS221 TZeS231 TZeS241 TZES251 TZeS261
BLACK ON YELLOW  TZeS621 TZeS631 TZeS641 TZeS651 TZeS661

 TZeS121 TZeS131 TZeS141 TZeS151
WHITE ON CLEAR     

   TZeS941 TZeS951 TZeS961

Standard Adhesive Tapes - Designed for plastics and textured surfaces and comes in a variety of colors
6mm

(.23 in)
9mm

(.35 in)
12mm
(.47 in)

18mm
(.7 in)

24mm
(.94 in)

36mm
(1.4 in)

BLACK ON WHITE TZe211 TZe221 TZe231 TZe241 TZE251 TZe261
TZe111 TZe121 TZe131 TZe141 TZE151 TZe161

TZeM921
BLACK ON RED  TZe421  TZe441 TZe451

BLACK ON YELLOW   TZe631 TZe641 TZe651 TZe661
BLACK ON GREEN    TZe741  

BLACK ON BLUE    TZe541  

BLACK ON ORANGE    TZeB41 TZeB51 TZeB61
WHITE ON BLACK TZe315 TZe325 TZe335 TZe345 TZE355
WHITE ON CLEAR   TZe135 TZe145  

WHITE ON BLUE  TZe525  TZe545 TZe555 TZe565
WHITE ON GREEN TZe725 TZe765

WHITE ON RED  TZe465
RED ON WHITE   TZe232 TZe242 TZe252

BLUE ON WHITE    TZe243  

GOLD ON BLACK   TZe334 TZe344 TZe354

Tamper Evident Tapes - Designed to reveal a security
pattern when the label is removed or disturbed

18mm (.7 in)
BLACK ON WHITE TZeSE4

Super Narrow, Non Laminated Tape - Designed to 
label narrow spaces

8M Long (26.2 inch)
BLACK ON WHITE TZeN201

HSe tube* is a printable heat shrink tubing designed to be used with the PT-E300, PT-E500, PT-E550W, PT-E550CM, and PT-P750WVP 

WIDTH 5.8mm (.23 in)8 .8mm (.34in) 11.7mm (.48in) 17.7mm (.69in) 23.6mm (.92in)

RECOMMEND OUTER DIAMETER 1.7-3.2mm (.07-.13 in)2 .6-5.1mm (.10-.20 in)3 .6-7.0mm  (.14-.28in) 5.4-10.6mm (.21-.42 in)7 .3-14.3mm (.29-.56 in)
BLACK ON WHITE HSe211 HSe221 HSe231 HSe241 HSe251

*Warning, product contains a chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer.

HGeS2115pk HGeS2215pk

HGeS2215pk HGeS2315pk

HGeS2315pk HGeS2415pk HGeS2515pk HGeS2615pk

HGeS2515pkHGeS2415pk

HGeS6415pk HGeS6515pk HGeS6615pk

HGeS6515pkHGeS6415pk

HGeS9415pk HGeS9515pk HGeS9615pk
HGeS1415pk HGeS1515pkHGeS1315pk

HGeS6315pkHGeS6215pk

HGeS1215pk

BLACK ON MATTE SILVER

BLACK ON MATTE SILVER

Patch Panels Patch Panels

BLACK ON CLEAR

BLACK ON CLEAR

BLACK ON CLEAR

BLACK ON MATTE SILVER


